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Executive Summary

Advocates of  an economic strategy of  “internal devaluation” have recently pointed to Latvia as an
example of  successf ul macroeconomic policy. The Latvian economy
is projected to grow by f our percent in 2011. They argue that the
Latvian government, along with the European authorit ies (including
the International Monetary Fund – IMF), pursued the correct
macroeconomic policies by maintaining Latvia’s f ixed exchange rate
and implementing pro-cyclical f iscal policies (that shrunk the
economy f urther) and sometimes pro-cyclical monetary policies.
They argue that these were the best policies –as opposed to
counter-cyclical, expansionary f iscal and monetary policies,
accompanied by devaluation– designed to promote a rapid
economic recovery.  Click on map for larger image.

In 2008 and 2009, as many countries f ell into recession due to the global f inancial crisis and world
recession, Latvia experienced the worst loss of  output in the world. From late 2007 to late 2009,
the country lost about 24 percent of  its GDP. Of f icial unemployment rose f rom 5.3 percent in late
2007 to 20.5 percent in early 2010.

Any argument that the “internal devaluation” strategy was an economic success would theref ore
have to be based on the counterf actual that a devaluation with expansionary macroeconomic
policy would have been worse.

Table 1 below shows the loss of  GDP f ollowing other large, crisis-driven devaluations, f or a
number of  countries in the past two decades. Argentina, which def aulted on a record $95 billion
of  sovereign debt and suf f ered a f inancial collapse, lost 4.9 percent of  GDP, af ter its devaluation,
bef ore it started growing again. The average loss f or countries with devaluations in crisis
situations was 4.5 percent of  GDP. This compares to a loss of  24.1 percent of  GDP f or Latvia
during its recession, while it kept its exchange rate f ixed.

More importantly, we can also look at where each of  these countries GDP was three years af ter
these large, crisis-driven devaluations. Most of  the countries are considerably above their pre-
devaluation level of  GDP three years later. The average economy is up by 6.5 percent over their
pre-devaluation level of  GDP. Latvia, by contrast, is down 21.3 percent of  GDP, three years af ter
the crisis began.

In addition to the loss of  national income, there have been other social and economic costs of
the Latvian government’s strategy of  internal devaluation. The of f icial unemployment rate rose
f rom 5.3 percent at the end of  2007 to 20.1 percent at peak in early 2010. Even af ter more than a
year of  recovery, the unemployment rate remains devastatingly high at 14.4 percent. That is
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mainly because the recovery has been relatively weak, especially given the depth of  the severe
economic contraction.

But the of f icial unemployment rate does not measure the f ull cost of  this recession and weak
recovery to Latvia’s labor f orce. If  we take into account those who are involuntarily working part-
t ime and those who have given up looking f or work, we get peak unemployment/under-
employment of  30.1 percent in 2010, declining to 21.1 percent in the third quarter of  2011.

It also does not include all the people who have lef t the country in search of  employment since
the crisis began. It is estimated that the net loss of  population in 2009-2011 amounts to as many
as 120,000 people, or 10 percent of  the labor f orce. If  not f or this migration, the broader
measure of  unemployment could be as high as 29 percent in the third quarter of  2011, instead of
21.1 percent.

Introduction

In 2008 and 2009, as many countries f ell into recession due to the global f inancial crisis and world
recession, Latvia experienced the worst loss of  output in the world. From late 2007 to late 2009,
the country lost about 24 percent of  its GDP. Of f icial unemployment rose f rom 5.3 percent in late
2007 to 20.5 percent in early 2010. Figure 1 shows Latvia’s loss of  GDP as compared with other
recessions and depressions over the past century. Latvia’s loss of  output is the worst over a
two-year period or less.

In the f ourth quarter of  2009, the economy began to recover, and while year-over-year growth f or
2010 was still negative (f alling 0.3 percent), it is projected to be posit ive 4.0 percent f or 2011. On
this basis, advocates of  “internal devaluation” have now pronounced Latvia to be an example of
successf ul macroeconomic policy. They argue that the Latvian government, along with the
European authorit ies (including the International Monetary Fund – IMF), pursued the correct
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macroeconomic policies by maintaining Latvia’s f ixed exchange rate and implementing pro-cyclical
f iscal policies (that shrunk the economy f urther) and sometimes pro-cyclical monetary policies.
They argue that these were the best policies –as opposed to counter-cyclical, expansionary
f iscal and monetary policies, accompanied by devaluation– designed to promote a rapid economic
recovery.

“Latvia stands out as an example of  how such a f inancial crisis can be resolved,” write Anders
Aslund and Valdis Dombrovskis in a 2011 book published by the Peterson Institute f or
International Economics. “When a country needs to address underlying structural inef f iciencies in
the economy, internal devaluation is pref erable to exchange rate devaluation . . .” [1]

This argument could be relevant to a policy debate that is an important part of  the current crisis
in Europe. The weaker eurozone economies (Greece, Ireland, Portugal, Spain, and Italy) are
currently carrying out a similar “internal devaluation” strategy. The idea is that they can regain
competit iveness, and eventually resume normal growth and employment levels, by pushing down
labor costs through high unemployment and downward pressure on wages. Fiscal consolidation –
budget t ightening – is also seen as necessary, even if  it  worsens the economy in the short run,
f or additional reasons: to reduce the public debt and public payroll. The weaker eurozone
economies are under heavy pressure to “stay the course,” and continue with the painf ul process
(although in the case of  Greece there is f inally recognition that some debt cancellation will be
necessary). The Latvian “success story” is being used as evidence that there is light at the end of
the tunnel. It is the best-developed argument f or “internal devaluation,” based on a country study
that has been put f orward.

The Costs of Devaluation- Internal versus External

As noted above, Latvia’s loss of  output f rom peak to bottom was 24 percent, over two years –
an enormous loss by any international or historical comparison. Figure 2 shows the path of  real
GDP (in 2000 lats, the domestic currency) since the country’s pre-recession peak, with IMF
projections f or the years 2011-2016. As can be seen f rom the graph, Latvia is not projected to
reach its pre-crisis peak until 2016, nine years later.

Figure 2 also shows a comparison with the IMF’s projections in 2008, bef ore the “internal
devaluation” strategy – in which the government engaged in f iscal t ightening of  7 percent of  GDP
in 2009– was embarked upon. As can be seen f rom the graph, even with the IMF’s modest
projections f or post-2008 growth (about two percent annually), Latvia’s recovery is f ar f rom trend
growth. At current projected growth rates, it would take until 2028 to reach its trend GDP as
projected in 2008.



Any argument that the “internal devaluation” strategy was an economic success would theref ore
have to be based on the counterf actual that a devaluation with expansionary macroeconomic
policy would have been worse. It is theref ore worth comparing Latvia’s experience with that of
other countries that had large devaluations in t imes of  crisis. Figure 3 shows the case of
Argentina, which devalued at the beginning of  2002, during a severe f inancial crisis and recession.
Just as Latvia’s currency was (and remains) pegged to the euro and its economy and loans highly
“euro- ized,” the Argentine peso was pegged to the dollar and the f inancial system highly
dollarized. This is relevant because it means that there are large “balance sheet ef f ects”
associated with a devaluation – households and f irms whose income is in domestic currency but
debts are in the f oreign currency suf f er large losses and, depending on government policy,
bankruptcies. The Argentine banking system suf f ered a collapse af ter the devaluation, and the
government def aulted on $95 billion of  sovereign debt. So the consequences of  devaluation were
severe.
As can be seen in Figure 3, with the havoc wreaked on the banking system, Argentina’s loss of
GDP was about 4.9 percent f ollowing the devaluation. Almost all of  this was in one quarter, the
f irst quarter of  2002. The economy then began to expand, growing more than 90 percent over the
next nine years (including the 2009 recession). Within three years Argentina passed up its pre-
recession peak (1998) GDP, and within six years it passed 20-year trend GDP.

It is sometimes stated that Argentina’s growth was a “commodities boom,” driven by agricultural
exports. But exports accounted f or a small proportion of  Argentina’s growth during this period,
and agricultural exports even less.[2]
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Table 1 shows the loss of  GDP f ollowing other large, crisis-driven devaluations, f or a number of
countries in the past two decades. As noted above, Argentina lost 4.9 percent of  GDP, af ter its
devaluation, bef ore it started growing again. Indonesia came in worst with a loss of  16.6 percent
of  GDP. The average loss was 4.5 percent of  GDP. This compares to a loss of  24.1 percent of
GDP f or Latvia during its recession, while it kept its exchange rate f ixed.
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More importantly, Table 1 also shows where each country’s GDP was three years af ter these
large, crisis-driven devaluations. Once again Indonesia comes in worst, down 9.8 percent f rom
pre-devaluation GDP. Iceland, which had one of  the worst f inancial crises in all of  Europe during
2008-2009, is next, down 9.3 percent (af ter 2.5 years). But most of  the countries are considerably
above their pre-devaluation level of  GDP three years later. The average economy is up by 6.5
percent over their pre-devaluation level of  GDP. Latvia, by contrast, is down 21.3 percent of  GDP,
three years af ter the crisis began.

Of  course it is impossible to know exactly what the counterf actual would look like had the Latvian
government tried another, more expansionary, rather than contractionary and stated[4] pro-
cyclical strategy. There is certainly a potential that any economic strategy could have been badly
managed. But many of  the countries shown in Table 1 had severe banking crises and collapses
during or af ter their devaluations. Some of  them had much worse corruption, as well as much
weaker institutional and governing capacity than exists in Latvia. Yet none of  them suf f ered the
scale of  losses that Latvia has suf f ered under its “internal devaluation” strategy, and all of  them
recovered much more quickly.

Latvia received 7.5 billion euros ($10.2 billion), or about 75 percent of  its annual GDP, in aid
commitments f or 2008-2011 f rom Europe and the IMF, and it is also unknown how much of  the
European and IMF aid would have been provided if  Latvia had pursued a dif f erent economic
strategy. The IMF, in its public documents, insisted that the decision to keep the pegged exchange
rate was a decision of  the Latvian government, and even indicated that it did not necessarily
agree with that decision.[5] But Swedish and other European banks would have lost many billions
of  euros f rom a devaluation, since many of  their loans to Latvia would have been unpaid or
restructured. And the banks’ inf luence on the decision-making of  the European authorit ies and
governments who provided aid commitments was very strong, to say the least.

However, it is important to note that if  it  is the case that the European authorit ies and
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governments threatened to withhold aid unless Latvia maintained its f ixed exchange rate and
suf f ered through a costly internal devaluation, that is not necessarily an argument that this was
the best policy f or Latvia. That is an argument that Latvia was pressured to adopt bad policy, and
it would shif t some of  the blame f or the results to these parties (including the f oreign banks that
inf luenced these decisions).

In any case there is no obvious reason to believe that if  Latvia had responded to the crisis with
devaluation, combined with f iscal and monetary stimulus, it would have resulted in a loss of
output so vastly greater than that of  these past devaluations in t imes of  crisis. The real income
losses in Latvia have been truly staggering, and it is dif f icult to imagine that a devaluation with
expansionary macroeconomic policy would have produced a worse outcome than what actually
happened.

Social Costs of Latvia’s Internal Devaluation

In addition to the loss of  national income, there have been other social and economic costs of
the Latvian government’s strategy of  internal devaluation. Figure 4 shows the of f icial
unemployment rate, which rose f rom 5.3 percent at the end of  2007 to 20.1 percent at peak in
early 2010. Even af ter more than a year of  recovery, the unemployment rate remains devastatingly
high at 14.4 percent. That is mainly because the recovery has been relatively weak, especially
given the depth of  the severe contraction.

The of f icial unemployment rate does not measure the f ull cost of  this recession and weak
recovery to Latvia’s labor f orce. If  we take into account those who are involuntarily working part-
t ime (because they could not f ind f ull- t ime work, or other economic reasons) and those who have
given up looking f or work, we get peak unemployment/under-employment of  30.1 percent in 2010,
declining to 21.1 percent in the third quarter of  2011.
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It also does not include all the people who have lef t the country in search of  employment since
the crisis began. It is estimated that the net loss of  population in 2009-2011 amounts to as many
as 120,000 people, or 10 percent of  the labor f orce.[6] If  not f or this migration, the broader
measure of  unemployment could be as high as 29 percent in the third quarter of  2011, instead of
21.1 percent.

Another way to evaluate the impact of  the crisis and economic policy on the labor market is to
look at employment. This is shown in Figure 6. Employment dropped about 20.3 percent f rom its
peak in the f ourth quarter of  2007 to the bottom in the f irst quarter of  2010. Since the economy
began recovering, it has recovered just 6.0 percentage points of  this loss, leaving Latvia with 14.3
percent f ewer working-age people employed as compared to pre-crisis employment.

It is too early f or up-to-date numbers that could measure the impact of  this episode on income
distribution. However, given the data on unemployment, employment, and wages – as well as the
cuts in government social spending, it is almost certain that income inequality has increased
signif icantly as a result of  the internal devaluation strategy.

It is important to keep in mind that the enormous social costs as measured by employment,
unemployment, and inequality are not a negative side ef f ect of  the internal devaluation but
constitute an integral part of  this economic strategy. Since the nominal exchange rate is f ixed, the
strategy calls f or lowering the real exchange rate by lowering unit labor costs. This is done
primarily through lowering wages. Increasing unemployment is the main means by which wages are
lowered. The pro-cyclical policies, by lowering aggregate demand and deepening the recession,
are also intended to lower prices; this also contributes to lowering the real exchange rate.

How Latvia Came Out of its Recession: It  Wasn’t  Internal Devaluation

In the f ourth quarter of  2009, the prognosis f or Latvia was very bleak. Latvia had already seen a
loss of  about 24 percent of  GDP, and the IMF was projecting another 4 percent drop f or 2010,
and a total loss of  output f rom peak to bottom of  30 percent of  GDP.
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Prices were f alling and the IMF was expecting “signif icant def lationary pressures f or the next year
or two.” Latvia also f aced a rapidly growing debt burden, another cause of  concern f or the IMF. As
shown in Figure 7, the IMF’s baseline projection was that Latvia’s debt would reach 74.2 percent
of  GDP in 2010 and 87.2 percent of  GDP in 2011. The Fund also projected two worse possible
scenarios of  soaring debt- to-GDP ratios that did not stabilize, based on def lation being worse.
These are also shown in Figure 7. But in f act, the public debt now projected f or 2011 is just 43
percent of  GDP (also shown in Figure 7).

But because there was still no light at the end of  the tunnel at the end of  2009, and because the
current IMF program at that t ime called f or a f iscal t ightening of  about 6.5 percent of  GDP f or
2010, some analysts questioned whether Latvia was trapped in a downward spiral whose end
could not be f orecast.

As it turned out, the economy began slowly to recover shortly thereaf ter, and all of  these
projections turned out to be overly pessimistic – some more than others. First, the decline of
GDP came to a halt at about 24 percent, not 30 percent. Why did this happen?

Most importantly, the government did not implement the f iscal t ightening that it had pledged,
which would almost certainly have caused f urther serious economic damage. As shown in Figure
8, the f iscal def icit in 2010 was the same as f or 2009 at 7.8 percent of  GDP. As such, there was
almost no f iscal t ightening at all. [7]
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Another vitally important change helped spur the recovery: there was a turnaround in inf lation.
Monthly year-over-year inf lation was negative in the f ourth quarter of  2009, and had f allen to -4.2
percent by the f irst quarter of  2010. It then shif ted and rose to a posit ive 5 percent by mid-2011.

This lowered real interest rates signif icantly, as shown in Figure 9. As can be seen, these f ell
f rom 12.2 percent in early 2010 to 2.4 percent in mid-2011. Nominal long-term interest rates on
Latvia’s government bonds also f ell sharply f rom 13.8 percent in late 2009 and early 2010 to 5.6
percent in August 2011.
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The result of  these changes is that Latvia’s recovery was spurred by macroeconomic policies that
went against the strategy of  “internal devaluation.” In other words, the government of  Latvia
adopted an “internal devaluation” strategy that included massive f iscal t ightening, rising real
interest rates, depression- level unemployment rates, and def lation.  The economy suf f ered the
worst collapse in the world f or 2008-2009.  Then policy was reversed:  f iscal policy was neutral
f or 2010; monetary policy became expansionary, because external shocks raised the inf lation
rate.  The inf lation also lowered the country’s debt burden, as noted above.  This increased
investor and consumer conf idence (including conf idence that the peg would hold, which f acilitated
the maintenance of  more expansionary monetary policy). It is important to remember that the
inf lation also went against the government’s policy of  internal devaluation, which relies on
lowering inf lation, or even def lation as occurred in 2009, to lower the real exchange rate.  But this
burst of  inf lation was very important to the recovery.

Because these macroeconomic policies and the inf lationary shock were much more expansionary
than the program that the government was committed to, the economy was able to get out of  the
downward spiral that had caused the IMF to project such a pessimistic f orecast at the end of
2009.

It is true that there was some internal devaluation; according to the IMF, the real ef f ective
exchange rate, based on unit labor costs, depreciated by about 21 percent f rom its peak at the
beginning of  2009, to the third quarter of  2010.  On a CPI (consumer price index) basis, the
depreciation was about nine percent f rom a peak in March 2009 to March 2011.  Although exports
increased f rom January 2010 onward, imports increased commensurately; so there has so f ar
been litt le or no contribution to the recovery f rom net exports f ollowing the internal devaluation. 
This can be seen in Figure 10.

This must be emphasized because the end goal of  the internal devaluation strategy is to boost
the economy through an increase in net exports. As can be seen in Figure 10, there is almost no
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increase in net exports since the economy began to expand at the beginning of  2010.
Furthermore – and again this must be emphasized, the plunge in imports – which eliminated the
trade def icit – took place bef ore there was any real depreciation of  the exchange rate.  The real
exchange rate did not begin to depreciate until the f irst quarter of  2009 (by the Unit Labor Cost
Measure), or even later (2nd quarter 2009) by the CPI measure.  As can be seen f rom Figure 10,
the collapse of  imports occurs bef ore the f irst quarter of  2009, mainly due to the collapse of
aggregate demand as a result of  the deep recession.

Conclusion

The Latvian government adopted an aggressive strategy of  internal devaluation in response to
the 2008-2009 crisis, adopting pro-cyclical macroeconomic policies in order to increase
unemployment and lower unit labor costs.  As reviewed above, this strategy had huge economic
and social costs, including a record loss of  24 percent of  GDP in two years, soaring
unemployment, and massive emigration.  These costs are considerably higher than the worst
crisis-devaluation experiences of  other countries over the last 20 years, and the Latvian recovery
has been much slower.  The recovery that the economy has experienced over the past year and a
half  owes nothing to net exports, so it cannot be said that the internal devaluation is responsible
f or this recovery.  Rather, it appears that the recovery resulted f rom the government not adopting
the f iscal t ightening f or 2010 that was prescribed by the IMF, as well as expansionary monetary
policy caused by rising inf lation. The data contradict the notion that Latvia’s experience provides
an example of  successf ul internal devaluation.

This has implications f or the current debate over crisis in the eurozone, since pro-cyclical policies
are being implemented in a number of  countries. If  Latvia had provided a successf ul example of
recovery through internal devaluation, it might be relevant to the weaker eurozone economies
that have locked themselves into pro-cyclical f iscal policies and are to varying degrees relying on
the prospect of  internal devaluation to eventually boost their economies through net exports. 
The Latvian case provides f urther evidence that this can be a very costly strategy and one that
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does not work.  The risks in the eurozone are even greater because of  the f inancial crisis that
has resulted f rom these pro-cyclical policies.

Foonotes

[1] Aslund and Dombrovskis (2011), page 2.

[2] See Weisbrot et al (2011) f or details.

[4] See Weisbrot (2010).

[5] The IMF’s Stand-By Arrangement with Latvia cites the Latvian government’s “unequivocal
commitment to the exchange rate peg” and recognizes that the peg “brings dif f icult
consequences, including the need f or f iscal t ightening and the possibility that recession could be
protracted, perhaps more so than if  an alternative strategy had been adopted.” (IMF, 2009a, p. 9).

[6] Of f icial data shows a much lower f low, but this data does not capture most of  the people who
emigrate. Studies using data on Latvian migrants in the countries where they emigrate to have
yielded the much higher and more realistic f igures cited above. In f act, Hazans cites data showing
that emigration, which he puts at 80,000 between 2009 and 2010, actually accelerated in 2011;
thus, 120,000 over three years can be seen as a conservative estimate. For more on Latvian
emigration, see Hazans (2011a), 2011b, Hazans and Philips (2011), and Holland et al. (2011).

[7] On a year-over-year basis, nominal GDP f ell by 2.7 percent f rom 2009 to 2010 (IMF, WEO).
With the f iscal def icit constant at 7.8 percent of  GDP, this implies a f iscal t ightening of  just 0.2
percent of  GDP.
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